Checking Invoices
Taking a closer look pays off
Are your medical and hospital invoices correct?

We help you make sure they are.

Save doubly

CHF 230 millions

Thank you

Thanks to lower cost
sharing and premiums

The amount CONCORDIA saves
every year by checking invoices

For your valuable
assistance!
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Checking Invoices
Taking a closer look pays off
Here is how you can check your invoices:

1

Date of treatment: Are the specified dates consistent with the dates in your appointment book?

2

Tariff number: Is this medicine or a consultation?

3

The amount invoiced per tariff position:
Is the duration of the consultation that has been invoiced correct?
Did you receive the number of packages of medicine or materials mentioned?
Were the invoiced benefits (e.g. an X-ray examination ) rendered?

4

Charge point of the medical service

5

Charge point value of the medical service

6

Charge point of the technical service

7

Charge point value of the technical service

8

Amount of each tariff position; sum of the medical and technical services
(number x charge points x charge point value)

9

Individual totals for the different areas in CHF

10

Emergency surcharge: During the specified time, did you have an emergency treatment?

11

Total amount of the invoice

12

Medical services

13

Technical services

14

Medicines and medical aids

Explanations
KVG/LAMal = Swiss Federal Law on Health Insurance

Checking Invoices
Taking a closer look pays off
I found a mistake in the invoice. What should I do now?
The best thing to do is to make a note on a separate sheet of paper and send this together with the copy
of the invoice to your CONCORDIA agency.
If you have any uncertainties, please give us a call at 041 228 01 11. Our team of specialists for checking
and controlling benefits would be happy to assist you.
The doctor/hospital has sent the invoice directly to CONCORDIA, and I did not receive a copy.
What can I do?
You can ask directly your doctor or hospital for a copy of the invoice.
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I would like to receive a copy of the invoice in the future.
In the future, I would like to receive a copy of invoices that are sent directly to my health insurance provider
automatically by mail to my address. I myself am responsible for the sensitive handling with information
of invoice copies sent to this address.
Ms.

Mr.			

Date of birth

First name			

Surname

Street, n° 			

Postal code, town

Location, date			

Signature

A.30.E.01 (07.17)

How can I receive a copy of the invoice from my doctor or hospital in the future?
Fill out the coupon below and give it to the doctor/hospital. In the future, you will automatically receive a
copy of the invoice. Please forward the copy of the invoice to CONCORDIA only in the event that you
detect discrepancies.

